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ABSTRACT
Following an overview of the scientific objectives and organization of the French–Russian–German Scanner for
Radiation Budget (ScaRaB) project, brief descriptions of the instrument, its ground calibration, and in-flight operating
and calibration procedures are given. During the year (24 February 1994–6 March 1995) of ScaRaB Flight Model 1
operation on board Meteor-3/7, radiometer performance was generally good and well understood. Accuracy of the radiances is estimated to be better than 1% in the longwave and 2% in the shortwave domains. Data processing procedures
are described and shown to be compatible with those used for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration’s
(NASA) Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE) scanner data, even though time sampling properties of the Meteor-3 orbit differ considerably from the ERBE system orbits. The resulting monthly mean earth radiation budget distributions exhibit no global bias when compared to ERBE results, but they do reveal interesting strong regional differences.
The “ERBE-like” scientific data products are now available to the general scientific research community. Prospects for
combining data from ScaRaB Flight Model 2 (to fly on board Ressurs-1 beginning in spring 1998) with data from the
NASA Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES) instrument on board the Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mission (TRMM) are briefly discussed.

1. Introduction
a. The ScaRaB-1 mission
The Scanner for Radiation Budget (ScaRaB)
project is a cooperative project of France, Russia, and
Germany. The first ScaRaB flight model (FM1) was
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integrated on the Russian operational weather satellite Meteor-3/7 and launched on 24 January 1994 from
the Plesetsk spaceport in northwest Russia. Earth observations began on 24 February 1994 and continued
(with some interruptions) until 6 March 1995 when the
instrument failed. The instrument, described in section
2 below (cf. also Monge et al. 1991; Kandel et al.
1994a), measured reflected and emitted radiances in
four channels (visible, solar, total, infrared window);
these data have been processed to yield broadband
shortwave (SW) and longwave (LW) fluxes, for allsky and clear-sky scenes, on the same spatial and temporal scales as the ERBE [National Aeronautics and
Space Administration’s (NASA) Earth Radiation Budget Experiment] products (Barkstrom et al. 1989).
Following examination by participating project members and the International ScaRaB Scientific Working
Group (ISSWG; see Table 1), a set of ScaRaB-1 products has been judged to be sufficiently “validated” to
be made available to the broader scientific community
for further study and scientific use (available upon
request from scarab@cst.cnes.fr). Here, following a
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Participating institution/
original project partners

Principal investigator, co-PIs, co-Is

CNRS–Laboratoire de Météorologie Dynamique (BRC+instrument
teams), Ecole Polytechnique, Palaiseau, France

R. Kandel, M. Capderou, J. Ph. Duvel, P. Raberanto,
F. Raison, F. Sirou, C. Stubenrauch, M. Viollier

Scientific Research Center for the Study of Natural Resources,
Moscow, Russia

L. A. Pakhomov, V. A. Golovko, A. B. Uspensky

Research Inst. on Hydrometeorological Information, Obninsk,
Russia

R. G. Reitenbach, A. N. Trotsenko (Kurchatov Inst.,
Moscow), A. P. Trishchenko (now at CCRS, Ottawa,
Canada)

Inst. for Atmospheric Physics, GKSS Research Centre, Geesthacht,
Germany

R. Stuhlmann, E. Raschke, J. Mueller, H. Leighton
(McGill University, Montreal)

CNES–Centre Spatial de Toulouse, France

J. Roussel, Th. Trémas, H. Marquier, J.-F. Fronton

ISSWG partners
California Space Inst., University of California, La Jolla, California

W. Collins (now at NCAR, Boulder, Colorado)

Canada Centre for Remote Sensing, Ottawa, Canada

A. P. Trishchenko, Z. Li

CNRS–Laboratoire de Météorologie Dynamique (ARA team),
Ecole Polytechnique, Palaiseau, France

F. Cheruy, N. A. Scott

CNRS–Laboratoire de Météorologie Dynamique, BRC and MDC
teams, Palaiseau and Paris, France

J.-P. Duvel, S. Bony, M. Capderou, R. Kandel,
H. Le Treut, C. Stubenrauch, M. Viollier

CNRS–Laboratoire d’Optique Atmosphérique, Univ. Sci. Techn. de
Lille, France

F. Parol, J. C. Buriez, Y. Fouquart, M. Vesperini

Hadley Centre for Climate Prediction and Research, Meteorological
Office, Bracknell, United Kingdom

A. Slingo, J. A. Pamment, M. J. Webb, J. E. Harries
[Imperial Coll. London (ICL)], A. Sinha (ICL), K. P.
Shine (University of Reading)

Inst. of Atmos. Sci., South Dakota School of Mines and
Technology, Rapid City, South Dakota

S. A. Christopher, R. M. Welch (now at University of
Alabama in Huntsville, Huntsville, Mississippi)

KMI–IRM (Royal Meteorological Institute), Brussels, Belgium

D. Crommelynck, J. Cornelis (VUB), P. Boekaerts
(VUB), M. Acheroy (ERM)

NASA/Goddard Institute for Space Studies, New York, New York

A. A. Lacis, B. E. Carlson, W. B. Rossow

NASA/Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia

G. L. Smith (Virginia Polytechnic Inst.), E. F.
Harrison, R. B. Lee III, T. P. Charlock, P. Minnis

Saratov State University, Saratov, Russia

Yu. A. Sklyarov, D. I. Trubetskov

Satellite Research Laboratory, Hungarian Met. Serv., Budapest,
Hungary

G. Major, I. Csiszar, M. Putsay, A. Rimoczi-Paal,
A. Merza

Voeikov Main Geophysical Observatory, Saint Petersburg,
Tsvetkov, Russia

G. G. Shchukin, O. M. Pokrovsky, A. V. Tsvetkov
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brief review of the scientific problems to which such
data are relevant, we present an overview of the 1-yr
ScaRaB-1 data product set. In particular, we describe
the instrument (section 2) and its performance and
calibration (section 3) so that prospective users will
be aware of the potential problems in the data. In section 4 we evaluate to what extent the ScaRaB processing from pixel radiances to monthly regional mean
fluxes is consistent with procedures used in ERBE, and
the uncertainties that affect different data products. In
section 5 we survey the salient features of the ScaRaB1 results, comparing them to the ERBE record. In the
final section, we consider prospects for continuing and
improved radiation budget measurements from
ScaRaB-2, CERES (Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant
Energy System), and other projected missions.
b. Earth radiation budget observations for climate
research
The planetary radiation budget has always been a
key parameter of interest for climate research, as a
measure of the energy exchanges between the planet
Earth and space and for the forcing or atmospheric and
ocean circulation systems. Early estimates (cf. Hunt
et al. 1986) were based on conventional climatological data and also on the earthshine on the moon. Later
analyses used data from the first and second generations of meteorological satellites and from the NASA
Nimbus missions (cf., e.g., Raschke et al. 1973;
Stephens et al. 1981; Jacobowitz et al. 1984; House
et al. 1986). All energy exchange of significance between
the earth–atmosphere system and its cosmic environment is radiative (cf., e.g., Kandel 1990). The system
absorbs part of the incoming solar SW radiation flux
and reemits this energy flux to space in degraded LW
form with a spectrum characteristic of temperatures in
the 200–300-K range. Reflected solar SW radiation
flux, with a spectrum extending roughly from 0.2 to
5 µm, ranges from zero to 1000 W m−2 locally and instantaneously. The earth–atmosphere system emits
LW thermal radiation over wavelengths mostly greater
than 3.3 µm; outgoing LW flux ranges from 120 to
450 W m −2 with a global annual mean value of
238 W m−2. Reflected SW and emitted LW spectra are
fairly distinct, although there is overlap during daytime at wavelengths between 3.3 and 5 µm, where radiative flux density is relatively low for both spectra.
The distribution of top of atmosphere (TOA) net
radiation (radiation balance, equal to absorbed SW
minus emitted LW fluxes) defines the energy sources/
sinks that drive the general circulation of the atmoBulletin of the American Meteorological Society

sphere and oceans but is at the same time a consequence of the general circulation. The absorbed (incident − reflected) solar SW radiation gives the (mostly)
externally imposed radiative forcing of the system.
The annual cycle of the global mean TOA net radiation has a reasonably well-determined peak-to-peak
amplitude of approximately 15 W m−2, with maximum
positive values occurring in late Southern Hemisphere
summer. The nonzero values (a few watts per square
meter) of the annual average global mean TOA net
radiation found from ERBE and ScaRaB data are an
indication of observational uncertainty rather than of
global radiative imbalance. The geographic distribution of the LW flux emitted to space (also called outgoing longwave radiation) provides useful information
on the overall state of the surface–atmosphere column.
Important progress has been made in establishing the
climatology of these quantities, thanks in particular to
the Nimbus/ERB (Earth Radiation Budget) and the
ERBE missions of NASA, but sampling problems
continue to limit accuracy. Strong biases remain likely,
especially, but not only, in the shortwave fluxes.
Because these biases depend on the particular orbit–
instrument combination and SW absolute calibration,
and because TOA ERB components are vertically integrated quantities, detection of global climate trends
in the ERB is probably illusory. However, observations of ERB changes during major climate anomalies [El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) events,
major volcanic eruptions, etc.] are essential to test the
realism of climate simulations.
The last ERBE scanner ceased operation on 28
February 1990. Data from the wide-field-of-view
(WFOV) nonscanner instrument on board the Earth
Radiation Budget Satellite (ERBS) continued to provide calibrated broadband data, but ERB components
with spatial resolution finer than 500–1000 km could
only be derived using multispectral narrowband satellite
imagery. Therefore, the ScaRaB-1 data came just in time
to partially bridge the gap before the next long-term
time series of calibrated broadband moderate spatial
resolution data expected from the CERES missions.
The so-called cloud radiative forcing (CRF; cf.
Charlock and Ramanathan 1985) can be computed as
a model product. Observational estimates of CRF require spatial resolution finer than 100 km in order to
measure clear-sky radiances. These estimates provide
needed constraints on models, many of which otherwise may appear to be right for the wrong reasons;
indeed, correct all-sky ERB distribution are obtained
with many models that exhibit radically different cloud
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radiative effects, most of which must be wrong (Cess
and Potter 1987; Cess et al. 1990).
There exist many publications (cf. Kandel 1990;
Wielicki et al. 1995) based on the 5-yr ERBE scanner
data record and the continuing stream of ERBE
WFOV data. The study of the recent radiation budget history with data on cloud radiative forcing
(Ramanathan et al. 1989) has led to important new
insights into the functioning of the “clear-sky greenhouse effect” (Raval and Ramanathan 1989; Stephens
and Greenwald 1991a; Bony and Duvel 1994; Bony
et al. 1995) and the influence of clouds (Stephens
and Greenwald 1991b; Sohn and Robertson 1993).
Unfortunately, observations of climate shocks (“natural experiments”) such as the 1991 Pinatubo eruption
(Minnis et al. 1993), and of large-scale climate anomalies such as the prolonged 1990–95 ENSO event
(Trenberth and Hoar 1996), have with few exceptions
(such as the 1986–87 ENSO) been limited to a combination of coarse spatial resolution broadband measurements (ERBE/WFOV) and uncalibrated narrowband
data [National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration/
Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (NOAA/
AVHRR)]. Therefore, although detection of climate
trends may be uncertain or impossible using TOA
ERB data only, new and continuing observations of
broadband ERB components remain essential to accurate characterization of ERB variability and anomalies.
Here we consider the broadband scanner data furnished
by ScaRaB-1 operating on broad Meteor-3/7 (Viollier
et al. 1997). We expect new broadband scanner observations from CERES on the Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mission (TRMM) launched in November
1997, ScaRaB-2 on Ressurs, to be launched in spring
1998, and launches of CERES on EOS-AM in 1998
and EOS-PM in 2000 (Wielicki et al. 1996). With these
new data, the TOA ERB climatology can be extended
to include a broader sample of climate anomalies.
2. The ScaRaB project and instrument
a. The project
The ScaRaB project was initiated in 1986 in the
framework of what was then the French–Soviet Cooperation for Space Research. Germany joined the
project in 1988. ScaRaB became the joint responsibility of France, Russia, and Germany early in 1992. The
original aim was to provide broadband observations
of the ERB with spatial resolution adequate for estimation of cloud radiative forcing, in particular but not
768

solely in order to ensure continuity of coverage after
NASA/ERBE scanner operation ended and well before the start of NASA/CERES scanner observations
(cf. Stowe 1988). In fact, the ERBE scanner on board
ERBS operated successfully for over 5 yr, until 28
February 1990; the first of the CERES scanners was
launched on board the NASA–NASDA TRMM satellite in November 1997. Thus ScaRaB-1, which operated between February 1994 and March 1995, filled only
a part of the gap. Note that polar regions cannot be observed from either ERBS or TRMM; ScaRaB-1 partly
filled a gap in polar narrow-field-of-view coverage that
otherwise would extend nearly 10 yr from May 1989
(failure of the ERBE scanner on board NOAA-10) to
mid-1998 (launch of EOS-AM with CERES).
b. The satellite platform
ScaRaB FM1 observed from the Russian Meteor3/7 weather satellite. The orbit of this satellite was
circular at an altitude of 1200 km and polar with an inclination of 82.5°. With such a prograde orbit, the satellite was not sun synchronous; the orbit plane precessed
relative to the sun–earth vector with a period of approximately 213 days (cf. Capderou 1995). This provides
full coverage of the diurnal cycle in about 106 days,
so that monthly mean products can be biased by the
convolution of diurnal and interdiurnal variations. In
particular, shortwave flux estimates for some months
are based on near-terminator (low sun) measurements.
c. The instrument
The instrument is composed of a scanning module and an onboard calibration module, together with
necessary electronics including memory for up to 14 h
of data.
1) THE SCANNING MODULE
ScaRaB is a four-channel cross-track scanning radiometer with angular resolution 48 mrad. Scanning
is obtained by rotation of a cylinder (the rotor) carrying the optics, filters, detector, choppers, and analogdetection electronics about an axis parallel to the
direction of motion of the spacecraft, within a cylinder (stator) mounted on the spacecraft. The four channels (Table 2) include two broad spectral bands from
which the reflected SW and emitted LW radiances are
derived and two narrower bands similar to operational
weather satellite imager channels, one corresponding
to the infrared atmospheric window, the other to the
visible (green to red) portion of the solar spectrum. The
lower 0.2-µm limit of SW and total radiation (TW)
Vol. 79, No. 5, May 1998

channel response corresponds to the cutTABLE 2. ScaRaB channels.
off in reflectance of the aluminum mirror optics. There is no abrupt longwave
Channel no.
Description
Wavelength range
Filter type
cutoff in spectral response of the TW
channel although a gradual fall in re1
Visible (VIS)
0.55–0.65 µm
Interference
sponse is expected as wavelengths become comparable to paint thickness.
Fused silica
2
Solar (SW)
0.2–4 µm
Even if response were zero at all wavelengths beyond 50 µm, assuming it to
3
Total (TW)
0.2–50 µm
Unfiltered
remain constant instead would lead to an
4
IR window (IRW)
10.5–12.5 µm
Interference
error of 1–2 W m−2 sr−1 for earth-emitted
“unfiltered’’ (i.e., spectrally corrected) LW
radiances between 40 and 150 W m−2 sr−1.
In the absence of reliable spectral response measure- tector is chopped at the pixel sampling frequency. Each
ments beyond 50 µm, we have assumed a continua- of the two choppers is a rotating hemispherical mirtion of the falloff observed between 20 and 50 µm, and ror with two openings; each detector alternately rewe estimate the maximum resulting error in unfiltered ceives radiation transmitted directly from outside and
radiation reflected from a small internal “reference
LW radiance to be less than 1%.
The instrument has been described earlier (Monge blackbody.” This is not a calibration source; its temet al. 1991; Kandel et al. 1994a), but we give a sum- perature is not actively controlled. The temperature of
mary description in what follows. We also summarize the reference blackbody for channel 3 is measured by
principal differences between ScaRaB and the ERBE a platinum resistance thermometric sonde and included
scanner in Table 3.
Daytime radiation in the LW band (nominally 4–
TABLE 3. Principal ERBE NFOV–ScaRaB differences.
50 µm) is determined by appropriately weighted subtraction of the SW signal from the TW signal. Possible
differences or variations in SW spectral response of
ScaRaB
ERBE
the SW and TW channels can lead to errors in filtered
and unfiltered daytime LW radiances, but analysis
Cross-track scanning only
Azimuth of scanning plan
variable
(Raison 1996) indicates that these are smaller than 1%.
Note that although the ERBE scanner had an LW chanDetector at prime focus
Cassegrain system
nel, the unfiltered LW radiances were in practice de(one reflection)
(two reflections)
termined from such TW–SW subtraction (cf. Thomas
et al. 1995; Green and Avis 1996). Determination of
Pyroelectric detectors
Thermistor bolometers
LW radiances by the CERES scanner will also use
Slowly changing instrument
Active thermal control
spectral subtraction.
temperature
Each channel is a small telescope with a spherical
aluminum mirror focusing incoming radiation directly
Each pixel chopped
No chopping
onto the detector at the prime focus, with no secondary reflection. Each optical system is centered so as
Space look every 6 s
Space look every 4 s
to be insensitive to polarization. The four channels are
Two broadbands (SW, TW);
Three broad bands
mounted in parallel inside the rotor cylinder, perpentwo
narrow
bands
(SW, TW, LW)
dicular to its axis. The field of view is defined by a
square field stop, whose diagonal is parallel to the scan
Special filtered calibration
Mirror attenuator mosaic for
direction. Half-diagonal overlapping of pixels reduces
modes
SW calibration
aliasing. For ScaRaB FM1, which flew on Meteor-3/7
Frequent calibrations
Less frequent calibrations
at 1200-km altitude, the projection on the ground, at na(12
s,
24
min)
dir, of the instantaneous field of view (pixel) is a 60-km
square, with pixel spacing on a square grid of 42.5 km.
Fixed calibration blackbody
Possibility to vary
The detectors are windowless pyroelectrics coated
temperature
blackbody temperature
with black paint. The radiation arriving on each deBulletin of the American Meteorological Society
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in the scientific telemetry. These data and thermal
modeling of the instrument confirm that these temperatures are stable on timescales as long as several
scan cycles (Raison 1996).
The pixel signal is the difference between the signal integrated (for 20 ms) when the chopper is fully
open to the external scene and the signal obtained
when it is fully closed and reflecting the internal blackbody. The only differences in the channels are the filters present or absent (for TW) in the optical path. Note
that because the filters used for channels 1, 2, and 4
are located between the chopper and the detector, their
thermal emission is eliminated. Radiometer bias is
canceled using a space look at the beginning or end of
each scan line (depending on the direction of the sun,
which is avoided). It may be noted that the CERES instrument is similar to the ERBE scanner, but with the
imperfect broad LW band replaced by an infrared window channel (8–13 µm) analogous to but somewhat
broader than ScaRaB IRW channel 4 (10.5–12.5 µm).
2) THE ONBOARD CALIBRATION MODULE
The onboard calibration sources are housed in a
module external to the scanning module. They include
two high quality blackbodies (distinct from the small
internal blackbodies) viewed by the TW and infrared
window (IRW) channels 3 and 4 every other scan, that
is, every 12 s. Temperature of these blackbodies was
actively controlled at 310 K and accurately monitored
by a platinum temperature sonde implanted in the
blackbody. Blackbody emissivity was 0.993 in channel 3 and 0.995 in channel 4.
For the SW domain, the calibration system was
designed with three sets of calibration lamp sources.
This system did not work as planned on FM1, but with
more careful preaging of lamps, it is hoped that it will
work on FM2. The sources include 1) incandescent
lamp sources L22 and L23 designed to be used to compare the response of SW channel 2 with the SW response of the TW channel 3; 2) additional lamp
sources L11 and L12 used to monitor the visible and
SW channels 1 and 2; and 3) lamp sources L32 and
L33 used as a further check on the stability of L22 and
L23. The lamp source pair L22–L23 consists in fact
of two intermingled bundles of optical fibers illuminated by two incandescent lamps; by design the output brightness ratio should remain constant even if one
or the other input lamp drifts. On FM1, failure of one
of the lamps of source L22–L23 led to an in-flight ratio inconsistent with preflight calibrations, and gains
in the SW channel and the SW portion of the TW chan770

nel were interpolated between calibration modes (see
below). The L22/L23 ratio deduced from these gains
was, however, found to remain fairly constant (to 5%)
through the mission.
d. Modes of operation
The scan cycle is of 6-s duration. In-flight operation modes include earth measurement modes and
calibration modes.
1) EARTH MEASUREMENT MODES
This mode includes an earth scan over about 100°,
a space look on the antisolar side of the instrument,
and measurements of the onboard external calibration
sources. Successive scans include measurements of the
external blackbodies for the TW and IRW channels
and of two lamp sources (L22 and L23) for the SW
and TW channels. The external blackbody views yield
gain of the IRW channel and the LW portion of the
TW channel every 12 s. For channel 2 and the SW
portion of channel 3, the position of L22–L23 was
viewed every other scan, but in order to conserve lifetime the lamp source pair was switched on only five
times during each orbit. For channel 3, thermal radiation from L23 was taken into account using views with
L23 switched off. On ScaRaB FM2, these measurements are to be used to monitor possible variations of
the gains of the SW channel and the SW portion of the
TW channel and to compare these with the LW gains of
the TW channel determined by blackbody views every
12 s. Offsets are known every 6 s from the space views.
2) CALIBRATION MODES
In calibration modes a few tens of 6-s scan cycles
(288 or 480 s total) are devoted to views of external
calibration sources not observed during the earth measurement modes. With modes E1–E2, which occur
only twice per 24-h period, and E4 (twice per month),
lamp sources L11–L12 and L32–L33 are used, together with various filters, to check SW–TW gain balance, stability of the more frequently used lamps, and
spectral response within the bands.
e. Ground calibration
Ground calibrations of FM1 and the engineering
model were performed at two different facilities.
Scanner characterization and calibration of the
onboard blackbody simulators were carried out in a
vacuum chamber at the Institut d’Astrophysique
Spatiale in Orsay, France. Onboard shortwave sources
for ScaRaB Engineering Model and FM1 were caliVol. 79, No. 5, May 1998

brated at the solar tower operated by the German
Kiepenheuer-Institut at the Observatorio del Teide
(28.3°N, 16.5°W, altitude 2370 m; Tenerife, Canary
Islands, Spain). For FM2 and FM3, solar calibration
was carried out at Odeillo in southwest France.
In the IAS vacuum chamber, ScaRaB (with temperature controlled at values between +5° and
+35°C) observed a cold blackbody (−50°C) located in
front of the space view port and a hot blackbody (up
to +60°C) with actively controlled temperature placed
at different positions inside the ±50° earth field of
view. These two blackbodies have in-axis emissivity
of 0.9998. Temperatures were measured with platinum resistance thermometers calibrated by the
Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (Germany)
between 10° and 80°C, and by the Laboratoire National d’Essais (France) from −50° to 0°C. Important
points established were (i) linearity of response, (ii) no
variation of gains and offsets with position in the field
of view, (iii) no influence on neighboring pixels of a
bright object in the scan field, and (iv) onboard lamp
source radiances independent of the air/vacuum condition. These operations yielded radiometric calibration of the temperature and emissivity of the onboard
calibration blackbodies and calibration of the temperature dependence of detector gains.
For the solar ground calibration, the calibration
standard is a reference diffusor, illuminated by the sun.
Simultaneously, the incoming solar irradiance is measured by a calibrated pyrheliometer, and the relative
solar spectral distribution is measured by a spectrometer. ScaRaB, the diffusor/baffle assembly, the pyrheliometer, the spectrometer, and ancillary instruments
are mounted in the Ground Calibration Unit (GCU)
built by Sensorlab (Munich). At Tenerife the GCU was
mounted on an equatorial table, maintaining the alignment between the common line of sight of the instruments and the sun. The calibration procedures and
results have been described by Mueller et al. (1993),
Mueller et al. (1996), and Mueller et al. (1997).
Accuracy of the ground calibrations of the onboard
blackbodies is estimated to be 0.4%; of the onboard
lamp sources, better than 1.5%.
3. Flight model 1 in-flight performance
and calibration
Data were received from February 1994 to March
1995, with a few interruptions of instrumental or satellite origin (Table 4). Instrument temperatures genBulletin of the American Meteorological Society

erally remained between 7° and 37°C. Long-term behavior in large part followed the changing orbital configuration over the lifetime of the instrument; over
shorter periods, various instrument temperatures underwent cycling with the orbital period (110 min) and
amplitudes of 0.5° to 2°C (Raison and Kandel 1995;
Raison 1996). In addition to this cycling, internal instrument temperatures rose as much as 1.5°C during
calibration modes (every 12 h), the rise being followed
by a relaxation over the next few thousand seconds.
This behavior has been modeled and is explained by
the heat released by the internal filter wheel motor that
operates during such modes (Raison 1996).
Temperatures of the external calibration module
blackbodies for the TW and IRW channels 3 and 4
were effectively maintained at +37.00°C within
0.01°C. The gains determined from the blackbody
views of each of these two channels, every 12 s, are
fixed functions of detector temperature measured in
channel 3. The comparison of gains established from
blackbody calibration and those calculated from the
detector temperature showed agreement within 0.1%.
Nevertheless, the overall uncertainty in LW calibration is higher, due to possible uncontrolled variations
of instrument parameters and of the radiometer environment. Comparing the results for different calibration modes and ground testing, we believe the accuracy
of nighttime LW calibration to be close to the 0.4%
level of the ground calibration (Mueller et al. 1997).
Although departures from linearity could not be
checked in flight, the ground calibration results, together with modeling of the detection process (Raison
1996) and arguments of internal consistency, lead us

TABLE 4. ScaRaB Flight Model 1 history.
Activity or anomaly

Date(s)

Launch of Meteor-3/7
at Plesetsk

25 January 1994

Start of earth observations

24 February 1994

Noisy space views

April 1994: data recovered

Loss of satellite telemetry,
followed by filter wheel
blockage

30 September–9 November
1994: nearly all data lost

Scanner failure

6 March 1995
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to believe that response remained linear throughout the
mission. Considering also the above-cited uncertainty
in far-IR spectral response, we believe calibration
accuracy in the LW domain is better than 1%.
Because of partial failure of L22–L23, it was necessary to establish the SW gain during measurement
mode by interpolation between biweekly E4 calibration modes. The assumptions that SW gain is a single
linear function of detector temperature and that absolute brightness of calibration source L32 was constant
throughout flight operations yielded consistent results,
with precise reproducibility of several thermal cycles
in these measurements during radiometer lifetime.
Although there is no assurance that absolute brightness of L32 did not change between ground calibration and flight, in-flight SW calibration is estimated
to be reliable at the 1% level as analyzed by Dinguirard
and Trémas (1997) and Trishchenko and Li (1998).
Analysis of desert targets (Capderou 1997) confirms
the accuracy and stability of SW radiance determinations from March 1994 to February 1995. The SW/TW
gain balance, important for determining daytime LW
radiances, appears to have remained constant to better than 1% (Raison 1996); the balance parameter was
determined using the SW, TW, and IRW channel data
and a method analogous to that applied by Thomas
et al. (1995) to ERBE data. Also, analysis of very
cold bright daytime cloud scenes over tropical convective regimes, for which the TW signal is dominated
by SW reflection and the LW component can be estimated independently from the IRW radiance, yields
agreement at the 1% level (J. P. Duvel 1997, personal
communication).
ScaRaB data for March 1994 have been compared
with ERBE nonscanner observations from ERBS for
near-simultaneous collected views, using the ERBE
angular models to convert ScaRab flux estimates into
radiances contributing to the ERBE WFOV signal
(Bess et al. 1997). Considering the numerous uncertainties in this procedure, especially in angular modeling (see also section 4a below), the agreement is
excellent. The mean differences (0.8 and 3.8 W m−2
for SW and daytime LW, respectively, nighttime LW
differences being smaller) and the corresponding standard deviations (5.5 and 2.3 W m−2 are comparable to
those between fluxes derived from ERBE scanner and
nonscanner data (Green et al. 1990).
Data from all four ScaRaB channels (both broadband and the narrower VIS and IRW channels) for
April and July 1994 have also been compared to
GOES-7 datasets generated within the Atmospheric
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Radiation Measurement Program. Using the most recent version of GOES datasets, agreement with
ScaRaB observations was found to be better than 2%
on average for narrowband and broadband albedos and
within 5 W m−2 for LW and SW fluxes. (Li and
Trishchenko 1998; Trishchenko and Li 1998; Doelling
et al. 1998). Such consistency tends to increase our
confidence in the ScaRaB calibration, because otherwise one must believe that the independent ScaRaB
and GOES instruments and procedures have the same
biases.
4. From instantaneous pixel radiances
to monthly regional mean fluxes
a. Spectral and angular corrections
One of the keys to the determination of the Earth
Radiation Budget is the “scene identification.” It is a
major parameter in all steps of the processing: spectral
corrections, radiance-to-flux conversion, time–space
averaging, and cloud radiative forcing calculation. To
minimize biases between ERBE and ScaRaB time
series, the same 12 scene classifications as ERBE
(Smith et al. 1986) are used, based on the combination of five geotypes (ocean, land, snow–ice, desert,
coast) and four cloud categories (clear, partly cloudy,
mostly cloudy, overcast). The algorithm of scene identification is the maximum likelihood estimation
(MLE; Wielicki and Green 1989), which compares the
measured (unfiltered) LW and SW radiances to a predefined set of radiances for the appropriate geometry
of view and geographic zone (Suttles et al. 1988a;
Suttles et al. 1988b). The algorithm is adjusted to account for regional variations of clear-sky surface albedos and for diurnal as well as regional variations of
LW fluxes of land and desert geotypes.
The raw radiances are first corrected for spectral
filtering effects, as a function of the identified scene.
The ScaRaB FM1 response is not perfectly flat and
diminishes substantially at wavelengths below 0.4 µm.
Using the simulation of reflected SW radiances for 530
cases, Viollier et al. (1995) were unable to find a monotonic spectral correction function of cloud cover.
However, for clear and partly cloudy ocean scenes, a
correction of +5% significantly reduces the spectral filtering errors (standard deviation 1.2 W m−2 for the 530
cases). Although one might expect a smaller nonzero
correction to apply to mostly cloudy ocean scenes, this
was not confirmed by the calculation, and no correction is introduced. Clear and partly cloudy ocean
Vol. 79, No. 5, May 1998

scenes appear blue from space, but the white reflection of clouds overwhelms the blue in a mostly cloudy
scene.
The second correction based on the scene identification is the angular correction, more precisely the use
of an anisotropic factor for radiance-to-flux conversion. The ERBE angular models (Suttles et al. 1988)
have been used here to ensure consistency between
ERBE and ScaRaB products. For a future version, new
angular LW corrections have been defined using the
ScaRaB infrared window channel 4 (Stubenrauch et al.
1993), new SW corrections have been computed for
desert scenes using Meteosat data (Capderou 1997),
and others are under development using POLDER/
ADEOS data (Deschamps et al. 1994). The CERES
team also is developing new broadband angular models for an expanded set of scene types, using both existing Nimbus-7/ERB and ERBE data, and expected
multiangular views from the CERES scanner pairs to
fly on the EOS-AM and EOS-PM platforms (Suttles
et al. 1992; Wielicki et al. 1996). It should be remembered that SW angular corrections may be greater than
a factor of 4 and are the major source of uncertainty
for instantaneous and daily mean SW flux estimates.
b. Space and time averaging
The first steps of the processing were done at the
pixel level. The remaining computations deal with
space averages of the elementary observations over
geographical areas of 2.5° × 2.5° latitude and longitude. These averages, called instantaneous regional
means, are collected for an entire month and region by
region.
Time sampling is another important issue for ERB
determination. Indeed, except at high latitude, a satellite in a near-polar orbit observes a particular region
only twice a day. Two observations (one in the SW)
are not sufficient to account for the diurnal variations
of the earth surface–atmosphere system, which are
related to variations of temperature and cloudiness
driven by the daily cycle of insolation. The instantaneous regional means are interpolated or extrapolated
along the day to all local times (values at the local half
hour, e.g., 0030, 0130, etc.) using the same algorithms
as ERBE (Brooks et al. 1986). In the LW domain, the
radiant flux interpolation is linear over ocean and
snow–ice but uses a daytime half-sine fit over land/
desert and coastal scenes. In the SW domain, each regional instantaneous average is adjusted to the local
half hours, taking into account modeled directional
albedo for each scene type and differences of sun elBulletin of the American Meteorological Society

evation. Region by region, the estimated local hourly
radiant fluxes are then averaged to compute the daily
means, the monthly means of the diurnal variation, and
the overall monthly means.
c. Error sources
Sources of error are numerous at all steps of the
processing. Individual misclassification of scenes can
result in erroneous angular corrections (cf., e.g., Ye and
Coakley 1996), and indeed, even if the scene classification is correct, angular correction uses a model (in
particular a bidirectional reflectance distribution function in the SW) that is valid at best only statistically.
Incomplete sampling of diurnal variations also can
have a large impact. The final steps of the processing
involve combining many pixel observations to produce quasi-instantaneous spatial mean values and then
interpolating and averaging them over time. If one
assumes the individual observations to be statistically
independent, the error in the regional and global means
(resulting from processing 5 × 107 elementary measurements) should be considerably reduced. In the case
of two-satellite ERBE data, rms uncertainties have
been estimated at 3 and 5 W m−2, respectively, for the
longwave and shortwave monthly regional average
fluxes (Harrison et al. 1990).
However, the individual observations are not always statistically independent, and the sampling of
viewing and illumination angles and of local time is
not uniform. The errors in the individual pixel fluxes
are therefore not always random, and they may persist in the regional means. With regard to timeaveraged quantities, one must distinguish regions
where the extent and properties of clouds undergo pronounced systematic and coherent diurnal variations
(e.g., Duvel 1988). In a broad sense, low-level clouds
(stratus, stratocumulus, etc.) have maximum extent in
the morning along the eastern boundary currents over
ocean, whereas high-level clouds associated with deep
convection tend to occur more often in the late afternoon and evening over the continents. Time sampling
of such systematic variations may be incomplete, leading to bias in the daily and monthly mean radiation
budget components. Other systematic errors occur
when a sun-synchronous satellite is observed only in
the early morning and late afternoon: the LW maximum arising from maximum surface temperature at
or after midday over land and desert is systematically
erased.
Additional complexity affects the interpretation of
ScaRaB/Meteor results due to the orbital precession
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period of 213 days. All local hours are observed only
after about 106 days (considering both ascending and
descending sides of the orbit) and each month has then
a different and restricted time coverage. Four months
(end of March–April 1994, July 1994, November
1994, and February 1995) are more specifically biased,
since they are observed in near-terminator conditions
(as for ERBE on NOAA-10). Daily and monthly means
of LW fluxes are affected by such sampling to the
extent that the midday maximum of LW emission is
missed. With additional modeled diurnal variations for
cloud-free and partly cloudy land and desert regions,
Viollier et al. (1997) found that underestimation up to
6 W m−2 may occur for certain desert regions in these
near-terminator months. The daily and monthly mean
SW and net fluxes depend on extrapolation of an albedo determined from a low-sun observation. The directional model used for such extrapolation is itself
uncertain and gives high leverage to any SW measurement error. The results for the near-terminator months
(especially November 1994, for which the first 10 days
are missing) therefore have higher uncertainty than for
other months.
Clear-sky calculations face other problems. In
many land regions with strong nighttime surface cooling, the ERBE MLE often misidentifies the nighttime
scene as cloudy, so that regional instantaneous clearsky LW flux is obtained with very few pixels or is
missing. The ScaRaB undersampling due to both the
pixel size and the one-satellite coverage eliminates
most of the nighttime values with low fluxes from the
clear-sky record. The interpolation algorithm then
takes mainly into account the higher daytime fluxes
and the monthly value may be slightly overestimated.
To prevent such errors, we apply more severe conditions to obtain clear-sky determination: LW regional
monthly means are not computed when there are fewer
than three daytime observations of the region in the
month.
Studies under development are testing the ability
to correct time-sampling bias with the incorporation
of data from geostationary satellites (Duvel and
Kandel 1985; Cheruy et al. 1991; Rieland and Raschke
1991; Kandel et al. 1994b; Haeffelin et al. 1998;
Standfuss 1997). Together with possible improvement
of scene identification (Briand et al. 1998) and angular models (Stubenrauch et al. 1993; Capderou 1997),
this should lead to a new version of the secondary data
processing and a second release of the dataset. At
present the whole set of ScaRaB data products has
been provided to ISSWG principal investigators in the
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ERBE-like version described above. These products
are further described in the following section.
d. ScaRaB-1 science data products
There are three levels of science data products,
described in Table 5. The first two levels (A1, A2) are
organized in daily files containing quantities relevant
to each pixel in order of observation, A2 being directly
comparable to the ERBE Processed Archival Tapes
(PAT or S-8). The third level (A3) is organized in
monthly files, with quantities (spatial averages, other
statistics) given for the ERBE 2.5° × 2.5° latitude–
longitude regions. The four subsets of the A3 level correspond to different degrees of temporal averaging.
5. Results obtained from Flight Model 1
Results (Figs. 1–5) are shown in color maps on a
Mollweide equal-area projection (using GMT software; Wessel and Smith 1991). The equal-angle grid
of the ScaRaB computation is first resampled using
simple weighted averages of neighboring points. This
yields a slight smoothing and a sensible reduction of
the no-data areas where clear skies are not observed
over an extended time period. A linear interpolation
is also used to fill the latitude bands where the sun was
too low to allow reliable computation of the reflected
SW flux, which in such a case must be small.
a. Outgoing longwave flux
Regional longwave fluxes are shown in Fig. 1 for
March, June, September, and December 1994. In a
broad sense the highest values corresponding to the
highest LW fluxes at the top of the atmosphere are
observed for cloud-free areas over the highesttemperature surfaces: tropical oceans and deserts. On
the contrary the lowest values (in blue and purple) correspond to the highest optically thick clouds, that is,
to deep convection in the intertropical convergence
zone (ITCZ) near the equator and to clouds or ice-covered surfaces in the polar zones.
The same determination of outgoing longwave flux
is carried out separately selecting only measurements
identified as clear sky (Fig. 2). Values range from more
than 280 W m−2 in the cloud-free parts of the intertropical zone, to as low as 140 and 180 W m −2, respectively,
over Antarctica and Greenland. The no-data areas are
those where clear-sky days were not identified by the
ERBE algorithms and where the neighboring-pixel
resampling technique failed. Note that all cloud radiaVol. 79, No. 5, May 1998

TABLE 5. ScaRaB science data products.
ERBE analog

Organization

Description—quantities included

A1

“pre-PAT”

Daily files,
pixel by pixel
as observed

Geographical location, instrument counts, housekeeping data, calibration data, filtered radiances each
channel, for each pixel

A2

PAT S-8

Daily files,
pixel by pixel
as observed

Geographical location, illumination/viewing
geometry, filtered radiances each channel, scene
identification, unfiltered SW, LW radiances, SW and
LW fluxes

A3

S-9

Monthly files,
ERBE regions

Regional mean quantities and other statistics

A3 MRI

Record-2

ERBE regions,
by satellite
overpass

Quasi-instantaneous regional means: all-sky and
clear-sky SW and LW fluxes, other statistics, scenetype fractions

A3 MRJ

Part of
record 1

ERBE regions,
day by day

As above, daily regional means

A3 MRH

Part of record 1

ERBE regions,
hour by hour

Monthly hourly regional means, that is, monthly
mean diurnal variation of above quantities

A3 MRMJ

Part of record 1

ERBE regions

Monthly regional means obtained from daily
regional means

A3 MRMH

Part of record 1

ERBE regions

Monthly regional means obtained from monthly
hourly regional means

tive forcing maps based on radiometric estimates of
clear-sky as well as all-sky fluxes are sensitive to details of the interpolation procedure in areas where
cloud occurrence is close to 100%.
b. Reflected shortwave flux and albedo
The all-sky and clear-sky albedos are shown, respectively, in Figs. 3 and 4. Albedo is undefined during polar night (gray areas on the June and December
maps). The clear-sky maps are the easiest to interpret.
The main interseasonal change is due to the ice–snow
cover (albedo higher than 45%), with a very large extent over northern Asia and North America in December and March. The same is observed in the south with
maximum sea-ice extent during June and July. Other
bright regions (albedo between 20% and 40%) are
deserts, with maxima in Sahara and Arabia. Albedo
increase with solar zenith angle is observed over
deserts as well as over oceans. Of course, cloud contamination as well as high ocean surface roughness
(wave height) may also contribute to this increase.
Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society

Elsewhere the variations are small and probably meaningless, showing the limits of the data processing.
Isolated patterns over oceans probably reflect the difficulty to correctly detect partial cloud cover and carry
out radiance-to-flux conversion. Except for such details, the clear-sky albedo maps appear very consistent.
The all-sky albedo maps (Fig. 3) are dominated by
the seasonally changing distributions of cloud cover,
as for the all-sky LW flux (Fig. 1). Areas of bright high
cloud over the monsoon areas in July are well observed; extended low-level marine clouds west of the
continents, off Peru and Namibia, appear much more
clearly than in the LW maps. Similarly the bright areas extending from southeast Asia over China to the
northeast reveal the prevalence of low- and midlevel
cloud.
c. Net flux
The net radiation (positive for input to the earth–
atmosphere column) is the difference between the absorbed solar flux and the outgoing longwave flux:
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the equator with maxima around
90 W m−2, except in the eastern
Pacific. Net flux is systematically negative at high latitudes;
at low latitudes, anomalous
negative values are observed
over the deserts in Sahara and
Arabia, and also over low stratiform clouds over both continents (western China) and
oceans (off Peru, etc.). This
annual (1994–95) mean geographical distribution of Rn is
similar to those based on ERBE
scanner data between 1985 and
1989. The annual global mean
net radiative flux is found to be
+2.5 W m−2, closer to zero than
found by ERBE (see Table 6).
Such deviations from the nomiFIG. 1. Monthly means of the regional LW fluxes (all sky) determined with ScaRaB FM1 nal zero value are small compared to the range of uncertainty
on Meteor-3/7 from March, June, September, and December 1994.
(cf. Kiehl and Trenberth 1997).
They should not be interpreted
as giving the value of climate
change forcing (usually computed for the tropopause rather
than TOA), but they are useful as
a consistency test of the whole
data processing. The annual
cycle of global mean TOA ERB
components and net radiation
deduced from ScaRaB FM1 data
is given in Table 6, together with
a comparison of the ScaRaB and
ERBE annual mean values.
When calculating the annual
means, the missing month (October 1994) has no significant
impact because the near-equinox
values of the ERB components
are themselves very close to the
annual mean. Note that larger
FIG. 2. Clear-sky regional LW fluxes; otherwise same as Fig. 1. Fluxes were interpo- uncertainties apply to ScaRaB
lated through small no-data areas but not over extended ones (shown in gray).
values for near-terminator
months (April, July, and Noinc
em
vember 1994, January 1995), especially for NovemRn = MSW (1 − α ) − MLW ,
ber 1994 for which the first 9 days are missing.
where α denotes the TOA albedo. Figure 5 shows the
all-sky regional net flux averaged over the 11 months d. Comparison with ERBE results
As noted above, the annual global mean net radiaof ScaRaB. The heating zone (Rn > 0) is centered on
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tive flux found from the
ScaRaB-1 observations is even
closer to zero than the corresponding ERBE results. Examining the month-to-month
variation of the global mean net
(Fig. 6), we find that apart from
a shift of 2.5 W m −2, there is
good agreement in shape between the ScaRaB variation and
the 5 yr partially or completely
observed by the ERBE scanner.
The only ScaRaB point that appears somewhat discordant corresponds to November 1994,
which as noted above is subject
to greater uncertainties than
other months; moreover, the
spread of ERBE values (e.g.,
November 1985 vs November
1988) is the same. Comparable
FIG. 3. All-sky regional albedo; otherwise same as Fig. 1.
agreement is found in the annual
cycles of the global and hemispheric means of LW and SW
flux.
Zonal mean values of both
all-sky and clear-sky LW and
SW fluxes are also in good
agreement. In Fig. 7 we show
the departures of the ScaRaB
monthly zonal mean LW and
SW fluxes for March, June, September, and December 1994
from the corresponding (4 or
5 yr) average ERBE scanner
monthly zonal means. We also
show the departures of the individual ERBE monthly zonal
means for each of the 4 or 5 yr
of available scanner data. The
profile of the all-sky LW departure is shifted by about +2 W m−2
FIG. 4. Clear-sky albedos; otherwise as in Fig. 3.
relative to ERBE (the vertical
line of zero departure) and exhibits both positive and negative departures compa- corresponding ERBE departures range from +10 (for
rable in strength (±5 W m−2) to those observed by December 1985 and 1986) to −10 W m−2 (for DecemERBE for different years. For the all-sky SW, the ber 1987 and 1988). Also, near the North Pole, the July
ScaRaB shift is smaller. The overall spread of the departures of ERBE values range from +18 to
ScaRaB departures is similar to that for the ERBE −12 W m−2. Thus the SW spreads are similar. Near the
years. A departure greater than +20 W m−2 is observed poles, estimates of reflected SW flux are uncertain for
near the South Pole in December 1994; however, the both ERBE and ScaRaB. Cloud-ice discrimination is
Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society
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FIG. 5. Net radiation flux, averaged over 11 months from March 1994 to February 1995 (October 1994 missing).

Empirical evaluation of CRF may combine the rms errors of both all-sky and
clear-sky quantities, so that the uncertainty may be as large as 10 W m −2
(Harrison et al. 1990). In addition, systematic errors in the SW or LW CRF may
arise at various steps of the data processing, from the ground calibration (cf.
Thomas et al. 1995) to the scene identification (Collins and Inamdar 1995; Ye
and Coakley 1996; Stubenrauch et al.
1997), radiance-to-flux conversion, the
angular and time sampling, and the time
averaging, for which distinct (and possibly incorrect or unrepresentative) models are applied for clear and cloudy
scenes. The LW CRF is positive (Table 6:
global annual mean of order +30 W m−2)

uncertain, and scene identification errors are carried
through into the mean fluxes by way of the angular corrections. Large departures also appear for both ScaRaB
and ERBE clear-sky fluxes and albedos near the poles,
but the average ScaRaB departure remains close to
zero.
e. Cloud radiative forcing
The so-called CRF is defined as the difference between the clear-sky and all-sky radiation results
(Charlock and Ramanathan 1985; Ramanathan et al.
1989). With a change of sign, CRF corresponds to the
forcing that appears initially in a climate simulation
that has been run to equilibrium with cloud–radiation
interaction, when the model clouds are instantaneously
rendered transparent to radiation (SW or LW or both).

FIG. 6. Annual cycle of the global mean net radiation fluxes
for the 5 ERBE yr and for ScaRaB.
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FIG. 7. Latitudinal profiles (ordinate marked in degrees, but
with a sine latitude scale for equal-area weighting) of departures
(in W m−2) of ScaRaB zonal means of all-sky fluxes from the corresponding 4- or 5-yr averages of ERBE monthly zonal means.
(left) Outgoing LW flux departures; (right) reflected SW. The
months shown are March, June, September, and December, from
top to bottom. Corresponding departure profiles for the individual
ERBE scanner years are also shown.
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since the clear-sky LW fluxes are generTABLE 6. Annual cycle and averages of global means of ERB and CRF
ally higher than all-sky fluxes: thus
components.
clouds tend to warm the surface–atmosphere system and contribute to the natuFlux (W m−2)
Albedo
ral greenhouse effect. The SW CRF is
Month
LW
SW
Net
(percent)
negative (global annual mean of order
−50 W m −2): clouds tend to cool the
Mar 1994
234.9
102.0
+8.6
29.5
planet by blocking and returning directly
to space a portion of the incident solar
Apr 1994
234.7
100.3
+4.7
29.5
flux. Net CRF in the present climate
May 1994
238.1
100.6
−4.1
30.1
(~−20 W m−2) appears to be a cooling
effect.
Jun 1994
241.5
99.4
−9.3
30.0
Figure 8 shows the annual mean maps
of LW, SW, and net CRF. Linear interJul 1994
240.7
96.8
−5.2
29.2
polations were used to fill in the missing
Aug 1994
241.2
94.0
−1.8
28.2
clear-sky determinations in order to produce these maps. The strongest (positive)
Sep 1994
241.4
97.6
−0.9
28.8
LW CRF values (up to 75 W m−2) are associated with convective cloud in the
Oct 1994
—
—
—
—
ITCZ. Similarly, the strongest negative
Nov 1994
234.0
106.6
+9.5
30.5
values of SW CRF are observed there.
The net cloud radiative forcing is signifiDec 1994
235.2
110.0
+7.6
31.1
cantly negative over the globe as a whole,
the strongest cooling (in blue) being obJan 1995
235.2
109.7
+8.3
31.1
served over areas of persistent extended
low clouds.
Feb 1995
233.1
108.0
+9.3
30.8
Just as was found for the annual gloAnnual (11-month) means
bal mean net radiative flux (previous section), the global annual averages of the
ScaRaB Mar 94–Feb 95
237.3
102.3
+2.4
29.9
LW, SW, and net CRF exhibit remarkable consistency between ScaRaB 1994
ERBE Mar 85–Feb 86
234.1
101.9
+5.1
29.8
and ERBE 1985 (Table 6). Such results
ERBE Mar 86–Feb 87
234.2
101.5
+5.5
29.7
are striking, considering that the two experiments have different specific characERBE Mar 87–Feb 88
236.3
100.8
+4.3
29.5
teristics (instrument concept, calibration
procedure, pixel size, time sampling,
ERBE Mar 88–Feb 89
236.5
100.6
+4.2
29.5
software independently developed). The
ERBE Mar 85–Feb 89
235.3
101.2
+5.0
29.6
intermediate parameters (scene identification, clear-sky fluxes, monthly mean
LW CRF SW CRF Net CRF
fluxes, and CRF, etc.) and final results
(global annual mean CRF) could be senERBE Mar 85–Feb 89
+29.1
−47.6
−18.5
sitive to these even though nearly the
same (ERBE) algorithms were applied to
ScaRaB Mar 94–Feb 95
+27.2
−48.2
−21.0
the two datasets. Although similar biases
(a few watts per square meter) may affect
both ScaRaB and ERBE estimates of CRF, the agree- the often dramatic interannual differences observed on
ment increases the confidence we can have in using the regional scale (including such near-global-scale
such empirical estimates to reject many of the strongly phenomena as ENSO events). Furthermore, although
discordant (tens of watts per square meter) model es- it does encourage us to believe that there are no sigtimates of CRF (Cess et al., 1990). The agreement be- nificant discrepancies in calibration or in processing
tween global annual means should not lead us to ignore that would strongly bias the long-term (Nimbus/ERB–
Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society
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6. Prospects for the coming
years
We are now awaiting new broadband
scanner observations from CERES on
TRMM and ScaRaB FM2 on Ressurs,
both to be launched in 1997–98, and
launches of CERES on EOS-AM and
-PM in 1998 and 2000 (Wielicki et al.
1996). Data from ScaRaB-2 on the polar orbiter Ressurs will be an invaluable
complement to CERES/TRMM data,
which will not extend above midlatitudes, and the combination will yield
more complete time sampling in the
tropical zone, allowing the validation and
improvement of time interpolation procedures. The CERES scanners on board
EOS-AM will be observing at roughly
the same local times as ScaRaB/Ressurs,
and this will provide opportunities for
checking the accuracy of the ERB determinations.
The multiangular multichannel
POLDER instrument (Polarization and
Directionality of Reflectance; Deschamps
et al. 1994) on board ADEOS, which unfortunately ceased operation in June
1997, has already provided data that
will help to improve SW angular models. When ADEOS-2 is in operation,
such data can be combined with nearsimultaneous collocated views by the
broadband scanners in operation, presumably after 1999. In coming years
we also expect to develop improved algorithms for processing the existing
ScaRaB-1 and expected ScaRaB-2 data.
Work is in progress on adapting ISCCP
(International Satellite Cloud ClimatolFIG. 8. Annual average regional values of the LW (top), SW (middle), and ogy Project) cloud detection algorithms
net (bottom) CRF from March 1994 to February 1995 (except October 1994). to the coarse spatial resolution of the
Linear interpolation was used to fill the missing clear-sky determinations in these
ScaRaB narrowband measurements so
maps.
as to improve scene/cloud identification and thus clear-sky flux estimates.
Similarly, ISCCP data products will be
ERBE–ScaRaB–CERES) record, this should not deter us from looking for processing improvements as used for more realistic diurnal interpolation and time
outlined in section 4c in order to reduce bias and ob- averaging (Haeffelin et al. 1998).
The ISSWG has judged that the first stage of valitain better accuracy at smaller space and time scales,
dation
of ERBE-like ScaRaB-1 data products is now
such as daily regional estimates.
complete. Note that, as stated for ERBE by Wielicki
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and Green in 1989, “there is no direct way to validate
the individual flux estimates. . . . Validation is
achieved through the use of consistency checks, both
theoretical and observational.” We believe that further
validation of the ScaRaB-1 products depends on further study in the broader scientific community, and it
is the object of this paper to present the dataset to this
community, without hiding the questions that may be
raised regarding particular products. Scientific use of
the ScaRaB-1 data has only begun. On average, considering the uncertainties in the measurements and
processing algorithms, the 1994–95 TOA fluxes exhibit no change in global means and in their annual
cycle when compared with corresponding ERBE values for the years 1985–90. Similarly, changes in zonal
means remain within the range of interannual variability observed during the ERBE period. For the short
period 1985–95, one would hardly expect to observe
global change in the ERB components, and this observation of global invariance is a check on the consistency of ScaRaB calibration and data processing
with ERBE. Global invariance has similarly been a
check on procedures used to maintain uniformity in
the long-term ISCCP dataset (Brest and Rossow 1992;
Klein and Hartmann 1993). Such validations confirm
that the often strong regional-scale (including Pacific
Ocean–scale) changes observed in the ERB components are not instrumental or data processing artifacts.
The year of ScaRaB-1 data and the expected ScaRaB2 data are a valuable addition to the Nimbus/ERB–
ERBE dataset.
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